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Many of you were with us in Coventry this morning, but others have joined us only for this 

afternoon. Allow me therefore to re-iterate what I spoke this morning concerning revival 

prophecy over the UK. 

 

For many years, Christians in the United Kingdom have spoken about and longed for a 

national revival and quoted the prophetic words of Yorkshire healing evangelist and 

prophet, Smith Wigglesworth and American evangelist and pastor, Jean Darnall. 

 

In 1947, just before his death, and later seen in the UK Charismatic renewal in the 60’s/70’s, 

Smith spoke of a coming move of the Holy Spirit and restoration of the baptism and gifts of 

The Spirit across The Church. Then he spoke of a new church movement and when that 

waned, said: 

 

“there will be evidence in the churches of something that has not been seen before: a coming 

together of those with an emphasis on the word and those with an emphasis on the Spirit”. 

 

Today, we see this happening! 

 

He then said: 

 

“When the word and the Spirit come together, there will be the biggest move of the Holy 

Spirit that the nations, and indeed, the world have ever seen. It will mark the beginning of 

a revival that will eclipse anything that has been witnessed within these shores, even the 

Wesleyan and Welsh revivals of former years. 

 

The outpouring of God’s Spirit will flow over from the United Kingdom to mainland 

Europe, and from there, will begin a missionary move to the ends of the earth”. 

 

 

In 1967, Jean Darnall had three recurring visions of a national move of God; In a birds-eye 

view over the UK, through a mist, she saw pinpricks of light, small ‘fires’ springing up all 

across the UK, from the north of Scotland to Lands End in the south. 

 

These represented countless people, some saved, others not, praying and seeking. And as 

she looked, the fires joined and burned brighter as people became hungry for The Word and 

New Testament Christianity. 

 

Jean then saw ‘lightning strikes’ and ‘rivers of fire’; signifying renewal and revival across 

every level of our society, flowing across the whole nation. Every level of the nation’s life 

would be impacted and its entire character would change. 

 

Some of these ‘fires’ would also missionally flow out to continental Europe. 

 



As Call the Nation to Prayer has sought God for today; we became more and more 

convinced that the tipping point has been reached.  

 

It is now the time, the right time; it is the ‘kairos’ time, to boldly pray for and declare 

heavenly release of revival, the context of these prophecies, across the entire United 

Kingdom, to Europe and out to the World! 

 

Having prepared, having prayed, having humbled ourselves before God this morning in 

Coventry, we now stand here; a tiny representation of the UK Church maybe, a ‘Gideon’s 

Army’ possibly, but standing ‘As One’, a people who stand boldly with God given Authority. 

 

This afternoon, it is time to declare release… we are ready! 

 


